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Teenage Cancer Trust
Charity No: 1062559
Teenagers don’t stop being teenagers just
because they get cancer. Teenage Cancer Trust
(TCT) makes sure young cancer patients get 
the best possible care in hospital and the chance
to do all  the things that other teenagers do.
TCT funds specialist teenage cancer units in
NHS hospitals. Our aim is to give every young
person with cancer access to a Unit – which
means we have to open another 14 by 2012. 
(we have 8 in the UK at present). We provide
expert staffing and support for patients and 
their families throughout their cancer journey. 
We also empower young people through
education and advocacy.
We need all the help we can get to make our
goals a reality. We want to ensure that every
young person with cancer has the best possible
care and support, wherever they live in the UK. 
It costs around £2m to open a Unit and we have
to raise all of this money ourselves. With your 
help and the help of people like Alan Biggar 
we can really make a difference. 

Lynne McNicoll, Teenage Cancer Trust
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All donations to the Teenage Cancer Trust
Drive for Zoë will go to help teenagers
treated in Edinburgh fight cancer. Our
goal is to have age appropriate services
in both the Western General Hospital 
and the Royal Hospital for Sick Children.
We also help teenagers who have lost
their hair due to chemotherapy by
providing real hair wigs.

Edinburgh
Start/Finish

The new TCT unit opened in Glasgow last year.



Details of our route, and come June our 
daily schedule, will be available
on the website and all funds
raised will go to the Teenage
Cancer Trust. 

I am very fortunate in having the
Brewin Dolphin branch network 
as the basis of my challenge and
indeed the full support of the
company behind me. 

Drive for Zoë starts in Edinburgh on Sunday,
15th June and is expected to take a fortnight
to complete. I will be in the car all the way
round, but will be joined by four friends as
co-drivers for roughly three day stints each:

Stage
1 Hugh Brown of Edinburgh

2 Hugh McMinn of North Berwick

3 Aly Hunter of Kirkliston

4 Simon Scott of Barry 

Needless to say I am aiming to raise as much money for
Teenage Cancer Trust as possible in memory of Zoë King,
who is greatly missed by her parents and many friends.
Please see below the various methods of supporting my
Drive for Zoë, and do tell your friends about this if you think
they would like to help as well. Thank you.

Alan Biggar
alan.biggar@bell-lawrie.co.uk

Donations
We appreciate any and all donations, and we have two ways 
you can contribute money to the Fund.

Post: TCT Drive for Zoë
c/o Alan Biggar, Bell Lawrie
7 Drumsheugh Gardens, Edinburgh EH3 7QH

Transfer: Royal Bank of Scotland
Sort Code: 16-01-23
Account: 10069963
Name: Teenage Cancer Trust Remember Zoë

drive for zoë june 2008

teenage cancer trust
remember zoë appeal

Zoë King was a very gifted young woman,
apart from her school studies, she was a
talented musician, artist and writer. Zoë
fought cancer for three years, but she did
not let it get her down, she displayed a
positive attitude at all times. Sadly, Zoë
lost her battle on Wednesday, 12th
September 2007, a few days before her
18th birthday, she was an only child.  
During Zoë’s last year of life she helped Lynne
McNicoll, a volunteer fund-raiser for Teenage
Cancer Trust in Edinburgh, to raise money for this
very worthwhile charity. For example she modelled
in fashion shows and that is why we are so
fortunate in having such wonderful photographs of
Zoë. Teenage Cancer Trust focuses on the needs of
teenagers and young adults with cancer, leukaemia
and Hodgkins and related diseases, by providing
specialist units in NHS hospitals (see over).  

Unfortunately there was no Teenage Cancer Trust
unit in Edinburgh, this meant that Zoë had to sit her
exams in a doctor’s office and was often kept awake
by babies crying. Having said this, however, Zoë
was brilliantly cared for by the doctors and staff at
the Royal Hospital for Sick Children in Edinburgh. 
Sharon and John King, Zoë’s parents, are
determined to continue with Zoë’s work for
Teenage Cancer Trust, and this is where I am
hoping to help. I head up the private client side of
Bell Lawrie in Edinburgh (part of Brewin Dolphin),
Sharon has worked in our company for many
years. I have decided to drive my 50 year old
Morgan Plus Four round all 39 Brewin Dolphin
offices during the second half of June as a
fundraising exercise. These branches range from
Inverness in the North to the Channel Islands in
the South, and over to Belfast.  

The Drive for 
Zoë campaign was

launched at the Bell
Lawrie Scottish Schools’ 

Rugby Cup Finals at
Murrayfield on 25th

January, in front of 
a crowd of 5,500

people. 

www.rememberzoe.co.uk

Name:

Address:

cheque:

Postcode

Donation Amount: £ transfer:

I am a UK Tax payer and I want Teenage Cancer Trust to treat this donation as a Gift Aid Donation. I am
currently paying income tax or capital gains tax that is equal or more than the tax deducted from my donation.

Signed Dated

Cheques payable to Teenage Cancer Trust. Whatever your chosen method of payment, please complete and return this form. 
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